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BACKGROUND: To invent a novel cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) time point recorder to
synchronously and automatically record the time and to identify its effectiveness in humans.
METHODS: A CPR time point recorder was invented after the doctors were familiar with the
traditional Utstein recovery registration mode and mastered the registration time points required. The
progress of CPR was simulated. The standard and correct times were recorded, and the doctors
performing the recovery collected the data about the times using our CPR time point recorder or the
memory registration mode.
RESULTS: The deviation times were 21.4±24.7 seconds for the memory group and 3.57±4.58
seconds for CPR time point recorder group. The deviation of times increased significantly depending
on the increase of the operation items in the memory group. A similar phenomenon was found in the
timer group but with a smaller difference (P<0.01).
CONCLUSION: A CPR time point recorder could reduce the deviation of operate-time,
especially after a long-time operation, and for procedures with more operating items, compared
with the memory mode. It was a more advantageous and accurate method for the Utstein
registration.
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INTRODUCTION

METHODS

In 1997, the in-hospital cardiopulmonary resuscitation
Utstein registration mode was presented after the prehospital Utstein style was proposed in 1991.[1] In 2004,
the simplified Utstein registration model was published
and recommended the use of a "clock" in the Utstein
registration, which could synchronize and datamate time
recording during the CPR process. Thus, the standard
practice of registration by memorization has changed.[2,3]
The aim of this study is to develop a clock to record CPR
time, name the CPR time point recorder, and to identify
its effectiveness.

Designing the registration time points
Based on the Utstein mode, we selected 13 time
points for counting. These time points are the "time of
unconscious", "call time", "departure time of the medical
staff", "arrival time of the medical staff", "airway
opening time", "artificial ventilation time", "the first ECG
recording time", "chest compression time", "defibrillation
time", "medicine taking time", "intubation time", "time
of return of spontaneous circulation (ROSC)", and "end
time of resuscitation" (Figure 1A).
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The research and development of the CPR
time point recorder
The CPR time point recorder was designed with the
cooperation of professional engineers.
Overall designation
In the process of CPR, the real-time relevant data was
recorded and collected by the CPR time point recorder and
then transferred to the computerized collecting system (the
CPR data collection system in the Emergency Department
of the First Affiliated Hospital of Sun Yat-sen University)
through a data converter. Finally, the outputs of relevant
data were printed out (Figure 1B).
Designing the key modules of the CPR time
point recorder
Beijing time was input as the time circuit module
and the time can be automatically updated after the
recorder is turned on. The CPR time point recorder could
typically work under a power module powered not only
by an alternating current but also by nickel hydride
batteries. The input programs and data could be observed
through the Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) module. Both
real-time data collection and function selection could
be carried out using the keyboard control module. The
storage and output of the data are respectively carried out
using both storage and communication interface modules

(Figure 1C).

The interface of computerized collection in
the CPR recovery timer
The CPR data collection system in the Emergency
Department of the First Affiliated Hospital of Sun Yatsen University was made to improve the accuracy and
efficiency of CPR data collection. The software could
be operated after connecting to computers and the
data could be easily collected, stored and transmitted
(Figure 2).
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Figure 2. The interface of data acquisition and data displaying of CPR
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Figure 1. Design of CPR time point recorder. A: CPR recovery time registration points; B: The general design idea of the CPR time point
recorder; C: The function modules of the CPR time point recorder.
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Simulating CPR and detecting the efficacy of
the CPR time point recorder
The recovery programs were randomly simulated
at CPR scenes, including opening airway, intubation,
respiratory sac assisted ventilation, chest compressions,
defibrillation, administration, and so on. The subjects
were divided into two groups: the CPR time point
recorder group and the memory group. After the
doctors in the two groups were familiar with the 13
time points, the experiments began. The CPR time
point recorder group recorded time using the CPR
time point recorder while the doctors performed the
CPR operation. The relevant data were transmitted
as the experimental data from the time recorders to
the computers when the experiment was completed
in the CPR time point recorder group. The doctors in
the memory group filled in the recovery registration
forms by watching the clock on the wall to collect the
data after the CPR. During the process of CPR, the
time points were counted by hand with a stopwatch
(made in Shanghai diamond watch factory), which was
considered the standard method of data collection. Any
uncompleted data were excluded.
Statistical analysis
The SPSS 10.0 statistical software package was
used for statistical analysis. All data are expressed as the
mean±SD. For data with a normal distribution, the t test
was used for the homogeneity of variance test and the t'
test was used for the heterogeneity of variance test. The
correlation of two random variables was assessed by
the "Pearson correlation analysis", and linear regression
was used for regression. A 2-tailed value of P<0.05 was
considered statistically significant.
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RESULTS
General information about the experiment
Fourteen doctors took part in the experiment; each
experienced the CPR process twice and took a good rest
during intervals between the CPR processes. For one
time, the doctors collected the data via the CPR time
point recorder; the other time, the doctors filled in the
recovery registration forms with his memories at the end
of the CPR process. Some other emergency medicine
physicians and nurses provided on-scene medical rescue
procedures, administered drugs and performed advanced
procedures. In final, 14 sets of data were collected,
including memory time, CPR time point recorder time
and stopwatch time in one set of data.
The deviation between the memory group
and the CPR time point recorder group
Deviation is obtained by subtracting stopwatch time
from memory time or CPR timepoint recorder time. The
absolute value of deviation of the memory group and the
CPR timepoint recorder group were 21.4±24.7 seconds
and 3.57±4.58 seconds, respectively. The former was
significantly longer than the latter (P<0.01) (Figure 3).
The correlation between the deviation and
operating time
In the memory group, the deviation was gradually
increased in correspondence to a longer operating time.
The correlation coefficient was r=0.548, the coefficient
of determination was r2=0.2998, F=38.531 (P<0.001).
The regression was valid and the regression equation was
y=0.204x+8.357. In the CPR time point recorder group,
the deviation of the timer group gradually increased with
a long-time operation also. The correlation coefficient was
r=0.288, the coefficient of determination was r2=0.084,
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Figure 3. Comparisons between memory group and timer group. A: The general tolerance comparisons between memory group and timer group.
In the memory group, the general tolerance was 21.4±24.7 seconds, while in the timer group was 3.5±1.6 seconds. There is statistical difference
between the two groups (P=0.000). B: The mean tolerance comparison between memory group and timer group. In the memory group, the mean
tolerance was 22.3±13.7 seconds, and in the timer group was 3.57±4.58 seconds. The former was significantly longer than the latter (P<0.01).
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Figure 4. Relationship of deviation and operating time in the memory group and CPR time point recorder group. A: In memory group, analysis
revealed a significant correlation between deviation and the operating time (Pearson r=0.548, P=0.000, 2-tailed t-test). B: In contrast to the
memory group, the deviation of timer group is gradually increased with longer operating time in CPR time point recorder group (Pearson r=0.228,
P=0.046, 2-tailed t-test).
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F=4.06 (P=0.046). The regression was valid and the
regression equation was y=0.011x+2.367 (Figure 4).

The relationship between the deviation and
operating items in the memory group
In the memory group, the deviation gradually increased
with more operating items. The correlation coefficient
was r=0.513, the coefficient of determination was
r2=0.2663, F=35.38 (P=0.000). The regression was valid
and the regression equation was y=0.204x+8.357. In the
CPR time point recorder group, the deviation gradually
increased with more operating items. The correlation
coefficient was r=0.22, the coefficient of determination
was r2=0.05, F=5.48 (P=0.02). The regression was valid
and the regression equation was y=0.41x+1.68.
A comparison of the positive and negative
bias between the memory group and the
timer group
In the memory group, the negative bias was 44%
(the recording time was earlier than the stopwatch time),
yet the positive bias was 56% (the recording time was
later than the stopwatch time). However, there were no
significant differences between the positive and negative
biases (P=0.862). In the CPR time point recorder group,
the negative bias was 76%, yet the positive bias was
24%. However, there were no significant differences
between the positive and negative biases (P=0.448).

DISCUSSION
The CPR time point recorder could reduce errors
caused by memorization. Because the environment of
CPR is very complex and the process of CPR involves
many operations.[4,5]
The Utstein registration mode is commonly used for
www.wjem.org

CPR data acquisition, and requires the recording of many
times into tables, including the "Coma- The first ECG
recording time", "Coma- The first compression time",
"Coma- The first defibrillation time". All of these time
points are very important. However, it is difficult for the
medical staff to record all of the time points accurately
after the rescue process.
In 2005, researchers collected 10 689 Utstein
registrations on pulseless electrical activity patients in
176 hospitals. They found that 10.9% of the data did not
include the time. The numbers for the practical operating
items and the register operating items were different. The
tools for timing were not standardized: 21% of the form
fillers consulted the clock in the emergency room, 30%
of the form filler consulted their own watches, and 16%
of them used stopwatches. In the absence of uniform
standard recorders, the average time deviation was 2.83
minutes during the registration process of the recovery
information.[6]
In this study, the staff was informed of the purpose
and memorized the time points more consciously.
Hence, the deviation of 2.83 minutes was less than
the formal value. There were significant differences
between the memory group and the CPR time point
recorder group. Because the CPR time point recorder had
manoeuvrability, synchronicity and accuracy advantages
over mechanical memory, the CPR time point recorder
group reduced more errors than the memory group. In
the experimental group, the medical staffs were only
required to press a button on the CPR time point recorder
as soon as the relevant medical operation was finished.
The data was much easier to access and were more
accurate. Alternatively, the medical staffs in the control
group needed to watch the clock while preforming the
relevant operations, which caused a variety of interfering
factors, including the accuracy of time recorded for the
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operating position, forgetting to observe the time and data
disorientation. Therefore, the use of the CPR time point
recorder was optimal compared to mechanical memory
with the human brain. The errors caused by multiple
operating-items and prolonged operation time were reduced
by the CPR time point recorder. Ebbinghaus discovered
the law of memory: the capacity of memory is close to
100%, yet it descends to 58.2%, 44.2%, and 33.7% after 20
minutes, 1 hour, and 24 hours, respectively. Only 21% of
memory capacity is retained after 1 month.
In our study, the medical staff in the memory group
collected relevant data using their memories. The medical
staffs might notice and remember the specific time point/
time interval at the beginning. Prolonged operating
procedures brought more unexpected situations.
However, the accuracy of memory decreased as the
memory content gradually increased, which is consistent
with the human memory law. The data collected by the
CPR time point recorder could avoid some interference.
Nevertheless, the concept of real-time recording could
delay the recording time points as operate-time and
operating items increasing. However, the deviation was
relatively reduced compared with the memory group.
This study implied that the correlation coefficients
between the deviation and operating time and items were
more than 0.5 in the memory group, but the correlation
coefficients were less than 0.30 in the CPR time point
recorder group. Many operating items were included in the
CPR process and many data were required by the Utstein
registration mode. With the research and development
of the CPR recovery timer, we could avoid interference
during CPR and the data could be intuitively recorded.

CONCLUSION
Our study demonstrates that a CPR time point recorder
could reduce the deviation of operate-time compared with
the memory mode. However, there were only 14 sets of data
assessed in this research. Therefore, the effectiveness of the
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CPR time point recorder deserves further investigation.
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